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LANGUAGE

BRAND POSITION
The purpose of YSDN 2020’s
positioning is to put student work at the
forefront and to showcase students as
desirable candidates for the design
industry.

ABOUT YSDN2020

BRAND CORE VALUES

Rather than viewing the grad show as an end to our
studies,we are celebrating it as a commencement of
what’s to come.

Sophisticated — 2020 graduates are aware of and able
to interpret complex issues. Devoted to, directed toward,
or connected with the affairs, or interests of the world.

A future full of potential, whether in furthering our
careers or pushing the boundaries of design discipline.

Dynamic — 2020 graduates are lifelong learners who
address “timely” issues and are constantly curious about
what’s to come.

In 2020, we are ready to allow our ideas to impact the
future, therefore we put student work at the forefront in
order to showcase ourselves as desirable candidates for
the industry.

Sincere — 2020 graduates are open and truthful to
ourselves and others when showcasing our work.
Purposeful — 2020 graduates design with reasoning and
contemplation of our ideas and actions.

TAGLINE
Here are the few guides to using the
tagline to ensure our statements are
consistently dynamic.
When using a tagline, please be sure to
embed a hopeful, purposeful, and
sincere tone.

To new beginnings
To + Adjective + Noun / Subject

To the future
To + The + Noun / Subject

To advancing forward
To + -ing + Adverb

TAGLINE MISUSE
Jokes, and politically inclined taglines
are not acceptable because they are not
align with our core brand values:
purposeful and sophisticated.

To new Pepe
To + Adjective + Noun / Subject

To We Dem Boiz
To + The + Noun / Subject

NAMING CONVENTION
Here are the few guides to using the full
title of the show in your communication to
ensure we are properly identiﬁed.

2020

Preferred Title

York / Sheridan
Graduating Showcase
Full Title

YSDN2020
Short Title
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LOGO

LOGO TYPES
Always use one logo per application.
Furthermore, please try to use the
Primary Logo before considering the
Secondary Logo.

Primary Logo
When using primary logo, please also
mention “York / Sheridan Graduating
Showcase.”

Secondary Logo
When there is no “York / Sheridan
Graduating Showcase”, please use the
secondary logo.

DYNAMIC LOGO
Each logo type is dynamic, allowing
ﬂexibility to play with type
combinations, within our two branded
typefaces. Both the Primary and
Secondary Logo allow interchangeable
combinations between Parabole and
Helvetica Neue Light.

MINIMUM SIZE
To maximize its impact, both the
primary and secondary logos require
suﬃcient clear space.

PRIMARY LOGO
MINIMUM SIZE

0.5”
(40 px)

Print: 1.57” X 0.5”
Digital: 126px X 40px

SAFETY AREA
To provide suﬃcient clear space, the
minimum safety area around the
primary and secondary logos is about
one-third of the logo’s height.

1.57”
(126 px)

The preferred safety area around both
logos is two-thirds of the logo’s height.

Note:
1/3 of the logo’s height is around the
same as the open-counter of Helvetica
Neue Light’s ‘2’ or Parabole’s ‘S’
characters.

0.5”
(40 px)

SECONDARY LOGO
MINIMUM SIZE
Print: 3.6” X 0.5”
Digital: 288px X 40px

3.6”
(288 px)

LOGO MISUSE
The following pages feature examples
of incorrect uses of the YSDN 2020
logos.

Use the correct type of logo (Primary or Secondary) when appropriate.
Review the Primary and Secondary Logos section for more information.
Use Primary

Is “York / Sheridan
Graduating Showcase”
mentioned in the artwork?

Only use the oﬃcial primary colours
(black or white) for the logo ﬁll.

Use Secondary

Do not place visual elements within the logo’s
safety area.

LOGO MISUSE
(cont.d)

Provide suﬃcient contrast between logo and background.

Do not use the digital logo in print materials. The logo will appear blurry/pixelated.

The use of both primary and secondary logos in a single artwork is prohibited.
Only one logo type should be used with in any composition.
This means if the Primary Logo is being used the composition
is now exclusive to the Logo type.

LOGO PLACEMENT
(DIGITAL)
01 PROFILE PICTURES
Logos placed within the parameters of
social media proﬁle picture bubbles
should follow the same constraints
provided within the “minimum size and
safety areas”. This means the image
size should exceed the logos safety
areas.
Note: the logo should not repeat itself
into a header image. A header image
should NOT contain the logo if a proﬁle
picture contains a logo.

LOGO PLACEMENT
(DIGITAL)

Recommended

02 SNS POSTS
When posting Images on social media,
the primary logo does not need to be
paired with “York / Sheridan Graduating
Showcase” since our oﬃcial social
media account handle and page will
already be associated with the logo.
Always try to use the Primary Logo
before considering the Secondary Logo.

Permitted
Please refer to minimum size
requirements for all social media image
posts.

LOGO PLACEMENT
(DIGITAL)

Newsletter Example

03 Emails & Newsletters
The Primary Logo should appear only
once on any email, preferable at the top
of an email.
May be used with any alignment,
depending on the newsletter layout.
The logo background colour should
correspond with the newsletter
background colour.

Use Primary Logo
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TYPOGRAPHY

FONTS
Parabole
Subtle quirks embodying the changing
design landscape via each of YSDN
2020 graduate

Helvetica Neue
Sturdy, commonplace font that
represent YSDN’s timeless and
inﬂuential design education.

FONT COMBINATION
The fonts Parabole and Helvetica Neue
Light are used for headlines only.

01 Match Cap Height
Helvetica = Parabole font size - 0.8pt
The font size of Helvetica Neue Light
must be 0.8 pt less of Parabole.

Helvetica Neue Light 39.2pt | Parabole 40pt

02 Parabole Usage
Use a maximum of two Parabole
characters consecutively.

03 Legibility
Use Parabole sparingly (3:2 ratio).
Ensure there is no obvious patterns of
switching the typefaces.
Helvetica Neue Light: 9 characters
Parabole: 6 characters

HIERARCHY

Helvetica Neue Light
& Parabole (all caps)

Helvetica Neue Light (all caps)

Helvetica Neue Regular

THINGS TO AVOID

Placing more than two letters of
Parabole consecutively.

Using Parabole in subheadings and or
body copy.

Using Parabole’s ‘H’ character.
It has legibility issues.

Using Parabole’s ‘I’ or ‘L’.
There is a slight weight difference
between Helvetica Neue Light and
Parabole.
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COLOURS

COLOURS
We want viewers to focus on the
content ﬁrst and foremost. Therefore,
black and white must consistently be
used in order to create an association
of sophistication and purposefulness
for the brand’s tone.

BLACK

WHITE

R0 G0 B0

R255 G255 B255

C100 M100 Y100 K100

C0 M0 Y0 K0

# 00 00 00

# FF FF FF
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01

‘2020’ Pattern

02

Repeating Pattern

03

Spliced Typography

04

‘2020’ Background Pattern

05

Framing Student Work

06

Social Media Use

07

‘2’ as To

08

‘0’ as Frame

VISUAL
ELEMENTS

VISUAL ELEMENTS
01 ‘2020’ Pattern
Only use ‘2’ and ‘0’ in order to tie the
pattern to the wordmark ‘2020.’
Each character can only be changed by
either 90 degree rotation or 180 degree
rotation.
Always have ‘2’ and ‘0’ on the same size.
Each ‘2’ and ‘0’ character should be
minimum 55% of canvas height
Stroke width should be kept between 1pt
to 2pt dependent on canvas size
Keep scalability in mind; strokes should
still be visible when viewed in a smaller
format

2020 Pattern Examples

VISUAL ELEMENTS
02 Repeating Patterns
Keep consistent stroke weight
Vary between mixing outlines and ﬁlled
type
Include full ‘2020’ mark
‘2020’ mark can vary between Parabole
and Helvetica Neue Light
Set type only in brand colours.
Ensure type is visually aligned.
Please do not mix ‘2020’ with other
words.

Repeating Pattern Examples

VISUAL ELEMENTS
03 Spliced Typography
Horizontally split ‘2020’ through the
exact center.
Keep typography ﬁlled.
Align sliced typography to the edges of
applications to act as a frame.

Spliced Typography Examples

VISUAL ELEMENTS
04 ‘2020’ Stroke as
Background Pattern
DO
Only use ‘2’ twice and ‘0’ twice.
Use a light stroke width with a
transparent ﬁll and keep it consistent
across all characters
Each character can only be changed by
90 degree rotation or 180 degree
rotation.
Keep 2020 consistent in character size
If not framing student work, align spliced
typography to bottom and top of the
application
Keep spliced typography ﬁlled to
contrast with the ‘2020’ background
Spliced typography is smaller in
character size compared to the ‘2020’
background
Follow Brand colours

Use intermingling 2020 logo
VISUAL ELEMENTS
04 ‘2020’ Stroke as
Background Pattern
DO NOT
Use ‘2’ and ‘0’ more than twice.
Use the same size for spliced
typography and 2020 pattern
Use another font.
Keep characters aligned with each other

VISUAL ELEMENTS
05 Framing Student Work
Use only 2’ twice and 0’ twice.
Keep characters all the same size.
Rotate each character only by 90
degrees or 180 degrees.
Keep stroke width consistent.
Include ‘York / Sheridan Graduating
Showcase’ and ‘the dates for
applications out of context (ex. posters)
Layout
○ Keep the outlines clear of the red
zone
○ Keep names centered vertically on
the left and right side of image
○ Keep image clear of the blue zone
Colours
○ Follow brand colours of white
(#FFFFFF) outlines on black
(#000000) background
○ Exception for white (#FFFFFF)
background
■ Use (#808285) for outlines to
maintain visual balance

Framing Images Examples

VISUAL ELEMENTS
05 Framing Student Work
DO NOT
Place any outlines within the red zone to
prevent overtaking student work.
Set the outline to black (#000000) when
used against white (#FFFFFF)
background.
Place any images that extend out to the
red margins.
Place or extend work into the blue zone.

Framing Images Examples

VISUAL ELEMENTS
06 Social Media Use
Typography pattern must be continuous
in carousels or side-by-side poster.

Social Media Examples

VISUAL ELEMENTS
07 Using ‘2’ as To
DO
Use within 2020.
Have ‘2’ as a thin stroke.
Use in context with tagline on top.
Keep text as two lines.
Limit the text/word length overtop.
Have a center-aligned tagline.
Center align text vertically but
horizontally to the cross section in the
middle of Parabole’s ‘2’.

DO NOT
Use 2 alone without context of the name
“2020”
Use out of context with tagline
Have tagline the same size as 2

VISUAL ELEMENTS
08 ‘0’ as Frame
DO
Use within 2020 text or 0 alone with
2020 logo nearby
Apply with a vertical or horizontal 0
Keep interior text horizontal
Have 0 as a thin stroke
Use to frame key info (“YSDN GRAD
SHOW, date, and/or location)
Limit the text/word length within
Center align paragraph text
Center align text vertically and
horizontally within the 0
DO NOT
Use 0 alone without context of the name
“2020”
Use “0” to frame images
Use to frame paragraphs of text
Off-center text

Framing Grid

EXAMPLES

THANK YOU

